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“The ROA appears to be playing around at
the edges of ownership with lots of miniinitiatives. They are lost in the minutiae of
the strategic margins. Surely it is time to put
‘big strategy’ centre-stage, and actually do
something significant.”
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Campaigning for Change in Racing

I

n the spring and summer of 2018 I read about the Racehorse Owners’ Association’s leadership role in the
creation of a “new ownership strategy for British racing”. Excellent, I thought – just what the industry
needs, and I was keen to have a look at it. I sent emails off to the ROA requesting a copy, but received
nothing in return. Eventually I decided to up the ante and write to all the top leaders in racing – BHA, GBR,
RCA, NTF, Horsemen’s Group and, of course, the ROA. Doubtless I ruffled a few feathers and I received a very
emollient note back from Nick Rust, the CEO of the BHA. Collaboration and communication were duly
emphasised, and not surprisingly I was placated and waited to see the strategy. I have continued to wait for the
last 15 months, but so far nothing formal has appeared, despite the ROA receiving £1.65m from the Racing
Foundation to produce their magnum opus. Finally, in frustration, I decided to launch my own twitter campaign,
with one tweet a day throughout October outlining my own thoughts on a suitable blueprint for ownership.
Indeed, if you really wanted to see these tweets you can scroll down the feed on my Twitter handle,
@OwnersforOwners. I suspect you’ll have better things to do! The Twitter exercise and all the various comments
associated with it led me to produce the diagram below.

“20:20” Vision
An Ownership Strategy
for British Racing
“British Racing to attract 20% more owners into the sport while reducing those
leaving by 20% over the five years, 2020-2025.”

Two Critical Strategic Goals
Owner Acquisition
All the key stakeholders in racing to sign up to a systematic plan
designed to attract 20% more owners into the sport.

The factors that drive owners out of the sport are not the
same as those that bring them in. Identify these factors and address them.

Owner Retention
Five Strategic Building Blocks
Prize-Money
Address the need to
increase prize-money
while reallocating
more to the grass
roots.

Leader: BHA

Racecourses

x

Implement a UKwide improvement
plan, backed by the
necessary capital
investment.

x

Leader: RCA

Trainers

Sole & Joint Owners

Trainers are the
gatekeepers of the
sport. Develop their
promotional
capabilities.

Suffering from a tenyear decline.
Identify the causes
and address the
challenges.

Leader: NTF

x

Leader: ROA

Syndicates

x

The sweet spot of
ownership, and a
growth area. Put
resources into a
promotion plan.

Leader: RSA

Three Supporting Strategic Enablers
1. Data Capture & Analysis: define and obtain the minimum data necessary to give the strategy analytical rigour.
2. Customer Relationship Management: design and introduce a tailor-made CRM system to support ownership.
3. Technology & Digitisation: develop a road map to enhance the ownership experience through technology.

Apparently there is going to be a round of communication about the ownership strategy throughout the autumn.
If so, I’m going to be very interested to see whether the ROA’s blueprint is as comprehensive as mine. At the
moment they appear to be playing around at the edges of ownership with lots of “mini-initiatives”. I learnt a long
time ago that you can have strategies with a small s and Strategy with a big S. My approach is to go for a big, bold
vision, whereas it looks as though the ROA – despite the expensive involvement of the Portas consultancy – are
lost in the minutiae of the strategic margins. Surely it is time to put a big strategy centre stage, and actually do
something significant. Anyway, I’ve made my contribution and it certainly doesn’t come with a £1.65m price tag.
Even if you don’t agree with what I’ve outlined, the input can hardly be better value for money as I’m not charging
anyone anything. I do hope that the ROA strategy eventually surfaces - “hope springs eternal”!
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